
Mysteries of the Past

What have the Victorians ever done for us?
This term in Year 4, we will step back in time and explore the Victorian Era. Throughout our studies, we will being to discover what life was like as a Victorian child, during 

Victoria’s 63 year reign, and compare it to our lives today. Did children really have to go to work? How has life been made better for children? We will also research the impact of 

the industrial revolution and how this has changed our lives today. The children will also conduct a local study looking at data, maps and buildings to develop an understanding 

of Castleford and how the Victorian era shaped our community . So, what was it about the Victorian Era that made Britain so great?

English
Throughout the Autumn term, Year 4

English lessons will be based around

fictional stories set in the Victorian era such

as ‘Oliver Twist’ by Charles Dickins with a

view to writing their own narratives as a

result. Children will develop

their understanding of the characters

through drama and music before building

characters of their own who might have

lived in Victorian Britain. Using ambitious

language will be key in writing

lessons building on skills to include varied

openers and figurative language such as

alliteration, repetition and similes. Later in

the term, the children will develop the skills

of non-fiction writing highlighting the plight

of child labourers in the Victorian era.

Maths

This term, children will have the opportunity

to revisit and consolidate their learning of

place value before moving on to working

with numbers up to 10,000. Children will

become confident using a range of

resources to support themselves alongside

their own drawings and jottings. Over the

term, the children will become increasingly

familiar with the four operations and the

strategies and formal methods used to

calculate efficiently and accurately on an

increasingly large scale. Children will then

go on to applying these skills to various

problem solving activities to deepen and

develop their understanding and allow them

to use mathematical language to reason.

Science
Children will be identifying that animals,
including humans, need the right types and
balance of nutrients to remain healthy and
well protected and how they get this from
the foods that they eat. They will also learn
more about how skeletons protect our
organs and provide us with support and
how our muscles help us move. Following
on from this, children will be identifying
how sounds are made and recognising that
vibrations from sounds travel through a
medium to the ear. They will also learn how
different materials insulate, or amplify
sound.

Humanities
As Historians this term, children will be
researching the Victorian Era and what
impact this has had on modern day life. We
will be conducting an enquiry into what
everyday life was like for a Victorian. We will
be using a range of primary and secondary
sources of evidence and discuss the changes
that occurred during the industrial
revolution and what impact this had on
peoples live. Children will also be comparing
their lives now to the lives of children during
this time and the impact that Doctor
Barnardo had on making education available
for all. As Geographers, we will also be using
a range of maps and scrutinising buildings to
see how our local area has changed over the
last 200 years and how these building have
stood the test of time.



RE
Children will study Christianity and how
harvest and Christmas have been celebrated
throughout the years considering both
Pagan and Christian traditions. Children will
also be taking an in-depth look at the Bible,
finding out who wrote it and what is really
in it. Pupils will be comparing what ‘sacred’
means to Christians and to themselves and
what items might be considered ‘sacred’ to
believers.

PSHCE
In PSHCE, the children will look at the 
important of friendship and making friends. 
Children will identify the characteristics of 
mutual respect, truthfulness, 
trustworthiness, loyalty and how to solve 
problems and difficulties that arise in their 
relationships.

To link with our science, we will also look at 
healthy lifestyles and how we can plan and 
prepare meals that allow us to have 
balanced diets. Children will look at the 
impact that a poor diet can have on our 
bodies and the risks that are associated with 
unhealthy eating - such as obesity and tooth 
decay.

Art/DT
This half term, pupils will study and appraise the
work of Van Gogh, and his impressionist work.
The children will be taking inspiration from one
of his most famous creations: ‘Starry Night’.
Over this unit of work children will develop a
range of skills including layering, sketching and
painting using soft strokes to create different
textures in their art work.
Pupils will be exploring the work of the artist L.S
Lowry with a key focus on developing their
understanding of creating perspective. They will
develop skills including :finding the horizon line,
vanishing point and considering how to take
proportion into account. They will also use
pencil and water colours to produce a locally
inspired piece of art work.

Music
As Musicians, each class will develop their

performance skills, learning a variety of songs

in preparation for the Harvest Festival -led and

organised by Year 4 pupils.

They will also analyse and appraise music from

the musical Oliver and classic Victorian songs. This

will help them to consider the performance

elements needed to improve their own singing.

The children will also be learning about music that

brings us together. They will learn how to compare

different pieces of music considering duration,

rhythm, pulse and pitch.

PE
Throughout Autumn, the children will

develop the skills to apply to football and

netball games – learning how to get better

at invasion games. We will begin with

football. The children will learn to develop

the coordination to dribble with the ball,

increase their passing accuracy and learn

the rules of a football, before applying them

in a range of game situations.

In netball, children will be learning to throw

and catch the ball with increasing accuracy.

This will include chest pass and bounce

pass. Children will also review the rules of

netball to look at footwork.

ICT
Pupils will be using a range of technology
throughout the term in a variety of lessons
to research and present their work. Children
will learn how to use search technologies
effectively, appreciate how results are
selected and ranked, and be discerning in
evaluating digital content.
They will also continue to build on their
knowledge of typing at speed and with
increasing accuracy. Within each term,
children will also learn about safer internet
use and how to ensure they keep
themselves and others safe online.

Recommended Reading/Learning Links
The Adventures of the New Cut Gang Hetty Feather


